DESIGN YOUR PARK!

WORK TOGETHER USING THIS MAP GAMEBOARD, YOUR PROGRAM CARDS, AND GAME PIECES TO DESIGN THE FUTURE OF FDR PARK.

TEAM NAME: __________________________
DATE: ______________________

KEY TAKEAWAYS/NOTES:

- BRING BACK
  - SWIMMING POOL
  - FAMILY AREA
    - For children 12 & up
  - MINIATURE GOLF
  - HANDICAP ACCESSIBLE
  - STATUE OF FDR
  - BAR
  - CHANGING ROOMS
  - DIAPER TABLES (MENS & WOMENS)
  - POWER & DOCKING STATIONS

- NEW SPECIAL
  - NICE MAKERS: WAYFINDING

- "VIBE"
  - So big, so nice, relaxing, 
    - perfect for social, 
    - walking

- IMPROVE EDGING OF LAKES
  - Duckweed looks
  - like hard surface
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WORK TOGETHER USING THIS MAP GAMEBOARD, YOUR PROGRAM CARDS, AND GAME PIECES TO DESIGN THE FUTURE OF FDR.

TEAM NAME: ____________________________
DATE: ____________________________

KEY TAKEAWAYS/NOTES:
Cafe - pop-up venue
Spruce it up! Renovate it! Make it representative for regional users. Deeper nature experience.
Tailored trails + single-trail bike & trail = bike, run, walk?
Dirt/gress that bikers can use = precedent: PhillyPumpTrack
Welcome Center
Football Access Limited
Hidden gem!
Dog park + dedicated water area
Big water feature
Modemize Boat House
Limit speakers/music = noise ordinance
Beach areas
Harwood
Boathouse is the heart of the park! If you get anything right, restrict beer + alcohol during games!
Recycle everything!
Keep road one way?
Public Art = Permanent = wall art + space
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TEAM NAME: ____________________________
DATE: ____________________________

KEY TAKEAWAYS/NOTES
- Continue services on arc
- Can shape cost
- Water fountain
- Care - keep the people
- Can be shuffleboard
- Boot house - no shuffle
- Can be skate
- Nature trail
- Can be run

1.95 (Per mission fee bracket)
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KEY TAKEAWAYS/NOTES:

[Space for notes and key takeaways]

[Map with various locations and annotations]